
Books on astronomy [1-3] and space flights [4], that could be a first approach to teaching science at early, even pre-

scholar age, can be divided into two groups. They represent: 1) pure phenomenology, i.e. series of nice pictures usually 

from NASA, 2) dogmatic ways of teaching – “Copernicus says that this is Earth which rotates, so Sun does not rise any 

more!”. Non of these ways: 1) stimulates interest, either 2) transmits some notions useful for “man-in-the-street”, i.e. 

for the adult life.

We propose a constructivistic way of introducing (not teaching) astronomy as one of the first subjects in Sciences: this 

was the constant movement of heavens that inspired first astronomers in Babylonia (probably around 1000 BC) to 

complete a catalogue of best visible stars (Mul.Apin). We follow this way; instead of declaring “on the sky you see 

stars, planets and comets” we say ”Lay down on a blanket (not to take cold) in summer somewhere upon a lake [not on 

the seaside because we need points of reference and not in mountains as we need to see the horizon], look and dream”. 

This is because in any (not only constructivistic) discovery, the first is always a real-world observation.
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Interactive teaching

Keeping attention of some 200 kids for 60 minutes requires a vivid narration, with a cognitive goal 

promised (“where has Voyager arrived to?”) and interlaced with interesting experiments. Using 

multimedia (starting rockets, a hammer falling on the Moon, kangaroo jumping instead of walking by 

Apollo astronauts, travel of Voyager), involving young “students”, but firmly controlling the pace to 

arrive to the conclusion - is the key for the success. 

Children after lessons insist for weeks on internet asking questions on stars, Solar System, black holes, 

flights to other galaxies. A continuous demand for new lessons from different schools (and

foundations for children education) is the best evaluation.

Constructivistic requirements

Itinerary (walking-like)  scenarios are based on series of experiments that constitute a didactical narration: 

like pearls aligned in a necklace. Three other „inter” are needed: inter-active, inter-disciplinary (to 

meet interest of different pupils) and inter-esting, obviously.  

Further, narration needs to fulfil three functions: ludic (to make physics fun), didactical (to deliver well 

defined notions, abilities and social competences) and scientific (to leave students with some un-

answered questions). For example, the didactical transmission can be „the state of absence of gravity 

is not the lack of the gravitational field but the state of the free fall”; the social competence, after 

showing a pupet falling in the absence of gravity, can be: „ never try the free fall, you could become a 

scrambled egg. The best walking on Moon is the kangaroo jumping – try it at gymnastics, and so on.

Conclusions

In spite of (thanks to?) numerous books and internet images, children at early years of primary school are 

keen on listening on astronomy and space flights. Several thousands of pupils all over Poland 

followed our interactive lessons and the demand is still rising. Also the book is selling well.  

Fig. 1 Little astronomer, pages 8-9 from the guide

Fig. 2 Little astronomer, pages 36-37 from the guide
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Fig. 3 Little astronomer, pages 22-23 from the guide

Fig. 5 Little astronomer, pages 96-97 from the guide

Fig. 4 Little astronomer, pages 72 - 73 from the guide
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